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INTRODUCTION
The following report has been compiled by tourism experts, independent consultants, researchers and
community members alarmed by the deficiencies evident in KGHM’s application to the BCEAO for an open pit
mine in the Kamloops area. The intent of this report is to assist the BCEAO in identifying sections of the
application that fall short of a thorough assessment of economic and social effects of the proposed Ajax mine.
Particular attention is given to sections in 7.0 and 8.0 that are incomplete or misleading with regard to
economic growth, contributions, diversification and potential cumulative effects on key industries such as
tourism in the local and regional economy.
In addition, the reviewers had several overarching concerns about the proponent’s application, including:











The lack of a clear and transparent methodology in the studies. The consultants preparing the
application need to show their work.
Baseline is inadequate and often the reader cannot link the indicators selected to the effects
assessment. In addition, the socio‐economic baseline assessments would have benefited from an
effort to explore special runs and data sets that more realistically reflect the LSA and RSA.
The research undertaken has been impacted by the limitation of the scope and depth of the work
completed. This is particularly the case in section 8.1 (infrastructure, public facilities, social effects)
where a number of key activities are introduced but never followed through in a thoughtful or
coherent manner.
In the business (section 7.4) and economic diversification (section 7.6) has twisted the rationale and
scoping to avoid a comprehensive of assessment of adverse effects of the Project on other
economic sectors (such post‐secondary education, amenity migrants, and tourism). This omission
really detracts from the determination of whether the proposed Project will even have net
economic benefits on the LSA.
The consultants preparing the application have not clearly articulated how they have scoped their
valued components nor shown a clear pathway to their “not significant” conclusions. It often
appears to have been determined by the opinion of a single interview with no supporting insight as
to how they got there (see School District 73 education discussion in Section 8.1).
There is an over reliance on “after‐the‐fact mechanisms”; that is, they state if impacts do occur,
they will strike a committee and “discuss”. This effectively shifts the risk onto residents and local
governments and does not constitute “cautionary principals” or pursuit of “zero harm”. At this
stage of the application process one would expect to see several unique and locally designed
mitigation strategies. Instead the socio‐economic section appears to be filled with boiler plate
mitigation approaches and statements. This leaves the reader unable to effectively see the
connection to tangible mitigation measures that will be seen as effective in the community and
supportive of the costs and risks faced by local governments and residents.

To assist BCEAO reviewers, comments in this report follow the section headers used in the KGHM application.
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7.1 ECONOMIC GROWTH

7.1.1 Rationale
(page 7.1‐1) InterGroup Consultants state:
“Economic Growth describes the economic contributions that the Project is expected to bring to the
province of BC, the rest of Canada, and to the extent feasible, the Regional Study Area (RSA) and Local
Study Area (LSA). The primary tool used in this assessment is the Statistics Canada input/output model,
supplemented by qualitative descriptions of effects on the RSA and LSA.”

It should be noted that the Input/Output (I/O) model provides a linkage among industries and is based on
surveys, assuming linear relationship, given an increase in final demand. The model results can be interpreted
as the economic impacts, or the magnitude and distribution of the economic activity of supplier industries
given the demand shock. The activity does not necessarily correspond to economic growth. In an economy
operating near capacity, the impact would produce little to no incremental growth. Both BC Stats, and
Statistics Canada, have caveats to using I/O results with both specifically cautioning that this interpretation is
erroneous (Statistics Canada.2009; BC Stats. 2010).
1) The consultant needs to clearly describe the role of the Input/Output model in order not to mislead the
reader, and review and summarize Statistics Canada's caveats to using their Input/Output model (See
Appendix B‐BC I/O Model caveats and Appendix C – Statistics Canada’s I’O model caveats).

7.1.2.1 Regional Overview
This section provides an overview of major economic sectors in the regional economy.
In the analysis of the tourism sector, the section states:
“[t]ourism has become an increasingly important aspect of the regional economy, but is still a relatively
small contributor to the overall economy (Horne 2009). Mining has historically been an important sector
within the RSA and continues to be so.”

These subjective comments are not substantiated with direct figures, and are then directly contradicted later in
the report, where economic dependencies are discussed. Table 7.2.3 “Labour Force Distribution by Industry,
2011” shows that “Mining and oil and gas extraction” account for approximately 3% of total employment in
the LSA and 4% in the RSA.
Within BC, the tourism sector is defined as comprising a number of component industries, for which tourists
are a significant source of consumer demand. This includes accommodation (95% tourist dependence), food
and beverage (22.5% tourist dependence), amusement and recreation (22% tourist dependence),
transportation (air: 95% tourist dependence; rail: 92% tourist dependence; taxi: 26% tourist dependence),
retail (8% tourist dependence), and others.
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A more meaningful evaluation of the tourism sector would evaluate this in more detail. A very preliminary
assessment reveals the following:





Mining/Oil and gas dependence in LSA: 3%
Accommodation and foodservices dependence in LSA: (9% total, with avg of 95% and 22% tourist
dependence (59%) = 5.3%
Arts, entertainment and recreation: 3% (at 22% tourist dependence) = 0.6%
Retail: 14% (at 8% avg. tourist dependence) = 1.1%

Using just three of the component tourism industry groups
demonstrates a 7% tourist dependence in the LSA compared with
only 3% for mining and oil and gas combined.

Extrapolating to other tourism industry groups would likely yield a dependence in the LSA that is at least three‐
to‐five‐times higher than that for mining and oil and gas combined as of 2006. This analysis should be
conducted more thoroughly per these guidelines.
Furthermore, while the mining sector has not grown appreciably in the LSA nor the RSA in recent years, the
tourism sector and related service industries have experienced rapid growth. This is largely due to Kamloops
diversifying its economy toward more professional and technical services, branding of the city as the
Tournament Capital of Canada, growth in Thompson Rivers University, and other services.
Since 2009, accommodation revenues have grown from $723 thousand to $1.02 million in 2015, for a growth
of over 40% (City of Kamloops; Destination BC).
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As such the covering comments about mining being an important contributor and tourism being “a relatively
small contributor” are completely contrary to the actual local employment dependencies and recent strong
growth in the region’s tourism and service‐based economy.
2) The consultants appear to deliberately down play the tourism sector and need to redo their economic
growth analysis using real life numbers of the tourism sector and making a clear and transparent
comparison between the key industries in the local economy. This includes an in depth analysis of the
trends driving the key local economic sectors.

7.1.2.3 Baseline Studies
This section is really just a data dump of economic stats without explaining how they either drive, or are driven
by economic growth. It is standard practice in environmental assessments to clearly and transparently describe
why indicators are being selected and what they represent.

7.1.4 Project Benefits Related to Economic Growth
Need to define what is meant by a beneficial effect, used in the context of a formal benefit cost analysis, or
more everyday usage. If the latter, then this approach is not a useful indicator of "Economic Growth"

7.1.4.1 Construction Phase
(page 7.1‐15) the consultant states:
“During the Construction Phase, all activities associated with site development are expected to
contribute positively to economic growth. The largest contributors to the local and regional
economy are expected to be direct Project and contracted employment as well as direct Project
expenditures.”
Unless all the tradespeople are unemployed, the employed labour is an economic cost to the Project and the
BC economy as it is reducing output elsewhere in the BC economy. This is an example of applying a layman's
definition of benefits in a technical context.
(page 7.1-15) the consultant states:
“Approximately $697 million of the total estimated construction costs are expected to be
spent on land, buildings and associated equipment.”

It should be noted that land, and purchase of other existing assets does not give rise to economic impacts and
should be excluded from the analysis
(page 7.1‐15) the consultant states:
“In general, the Project is expected to result in considerable direct and spin‐off employment,
income, and GDP impacts that will contribute to economic growth locally and regionally. Direct,
indirect and induced Project expenditures will have a positive effect on the growth of the local
and regional economy through increased demand for local goods and services.”
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Since the Input/Output results don't inform us specifically about economic growth, essentially every statement
in this write‐up that makes reference to economic growth is a false statement.
Notes from Table 7.1.3 include:

1)

2)

3)

4)

“Note: Tax revenue figures include estimates from the input‐output model as well as personal
and corporate income tax estimates generated separately by InterGroup Consultants (see
Appendix 7.1‐B).
Total Output: The total dollar increase in expenditures in the economy, including the direct,
indirect and induced impacts, includes multiple counting of intermediate purchases inflating the
Project’s apparent economic impact.
GDP: The total "value‐added" generated in the economy after the value of intermediate inputs
are removed from Total Output. It is consequently smaller than Total Output, but is a better
measure of the true dollar impact on the economy.
FTE: Expressed as person‐years of FTE (assuming 2,000 hours per year). Includes direct
employment (including contractors) as well as indirect and induced employment related to goods
and services. Estimates for construction are provided for the entire phase.
Total government tax revenues include tax revenue estimates from the input‐output model as
well as personal and corporate income tax estimates generated separately by InterGroup
Consultants. See Appendix 7.1‐B for description of calculation methodology.”

Under total output it should be noted that this table has a lot of double counting as it is the sum of
intermediate purchases (rather than the value added).
In addition, under total government revenues did the local/regional government revenue analysis include loss
in tax base as well as increase in local expenditure for services and infrastructure to service increased activity?
The consultant should also point out that local government revenue does not refer to the Kamloops area but
all of British Columbia.
3) This section should have clearly and transparently outlined local taxes that would accrue to
the RSA and the LSA. This is typically done in environmental processes in which the
proponent is actively involved in a comprehensive public engagement process with local
governments.

7.1.5 Potential Adverse Effects of the Project and Proposed Mitigation for Economic
(page 7.1‐18) the consultant states:
“Potential adverse effects to economic growth could occur during Decommissioning and Closure,
and Post Closure as reduced Project activities and spending decrease the level of Project‐related
economic activity in the region and contributions to federal and provincial governments. This
could lead to a potential adverse effect on the VC in terms of a decreased in economic activity
(including contributions to government revenues through taxation).”

This section should note that the Project will draw labour and other resources from alternative uses. To the
extent it does this the "economic growth" is simply transferred rather than a net gain. At least this point
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should be recognized. But here, an adverse effect is the lessening of a Project "beneficial" effect which appears
to be circular logic presentation rather than illuminating.

7.1.7 Cumulative Effects Assessment
7.1.7.1 Introduction
(page 7.1‐30) the consultant states:
“Economic growth is closely tied to other economic VCs directly and indirectly, including the
Income VC, Business VC, and the Labour Force, Employment, and Training VC. The
residual effect on Economic Growth relates to the potential for reduced economic activity
following mine closure. These residual effects are relevant only to the Decommissioning and
Closure Phase and are expected as a result of the cessation of Project operations and the
consequent decrease in employment, business opportunities, and contributions to
government revenues. If other projects or activities in the LSA and RSA undergo similar
transitions within the same time period the residual effect could be exacerbated, resulting in
a cumulative effect.”

This is impaired without the inclusion of a population analysis or population VC. In fact the City of Kamloops
specifically asked that employment be translated into population as stated in the City of Kamloops letter of July
11, 2011 to BC Environmental Assessment Office (City of Kamloops, 2011).
The population estimates are an important part of the economic assessment and should have never been
buried in chapter 8 (infrastructure, public facilities, and services). Again, this points to the poor organization
and structure of the socio‐economic section making it challenging for the reader to understand how topics are
being addressed or specific stressors assessed (See detailed comments on population analysis in Section 8.1).
Further, what about considering other projects going ahead at the same time, bidding up wages, supplier costs,
etc.? This cumulative effect would greatly erode the beneficial effects during construction and operations.
These multiple effects that are resolved in a market context need to be addressed as cumulative effects.
Again, instead of systematically addressing the issue in a clear and transparent manner they are scattered
through numerous VCs and partially discussed along the way. Even, in section 8.1 infrastructure, public
facilities, and services are addressed in what appears to be an ad hoc fashion. While this section is called
infrastructure, public facilities, and services and is a separate section from the economic chapter it contains
much of the discussion on workforce stressors and mitigation suggestions.
4) The report really needs to be organized in a manner to demonstrate that specific economic topics are
being properly addressed in a clear and transparent manner that is easy to follow by the reader.

7.1.8 Conclusion
A technical definition of this “Valued Component” was never provided so it is ambiguous what has really been
assessed. If the definition included a consideration of the net increment to BC and local economic growth, the
assessment did not demonstrate that the Project would necessarily have a positive effect.
5) Without a properly scoped baseline and clear and transparent pathway to the determination of
significance the economic growth section does not adequately inform the process.
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7.2

LABOUR FORCE, EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING

7.2.1 Rationale
On page 7.2‐1 the consultants state:
“The assessment of effects to Labour Force, Employment, and Training is largely related to the
Project’s use of local workers during the construction and operations phases and the gradual reduction
of the workforce during decommissioning and closure and post‐closure.”
The assessment takes a very simplistic view of the Project’s effects on these values. It asserts that an increase
in local hiring is unambiguously beneficial and a reduction in local hire is adverse. The methodology does not
address future labour force and employment conditions in the absences of the Project, which is essential to
identifying the Project’s incremental effects.
Our view is that the probability of an adverse effect is greatest during the construction and operation phases
and negligible during decommissioning. The decline of a beneficial effect (i.e. reduced employment with
project decommissioning/closure) is more likely a return to baseline (i.e. no effect), not an adverse effect as
identified in the analysis.
Most residents of the LSA and RSA that are in the labour force will be employed in the absence of the project.
If these persons are employed by the Project (directly or indirectly), then either their vacated position will be
left vacant (an adverse effect) or it will be filled by another resident or by an in‐migrant (which gives rise to
population changes and the consequential effects). Only if the vacated position is filled by a local person that
would otherwise be unemployed is a beneficial effect realized.
6) In order to determine the nature and magnitude of a beneficial effect, the characteristics of the RSA
and LSA unemployed labour force needs to be examined, as well as noting the main barriers to
employment. Little attention to these points is provided by the Consultants.

7.2.1 Regional Overview and Baseline
The regional overview primarily provides a history of regional economic development, not the main factors
influencing the development of the regional labour force: e.g. reliance on local verses in‐migrant labour, cross‐
over of labour force among industries, response of the local labour force to major industrial projects
commencing and winding down, trends and characteristics of the unemployed and the major barriers to
employment.

7.2.4 Project Benefits Related to Labour Force, Employment and Training
On page 7.2‐21 the consultants state:
“New employment opportunities will be generated in the LSA and RSA during all phases of the
Project. This in turn will generate indirect and induced economic activity in retail, hospitality, and
other sectors through the spending of wage income. Given the Project’s proximity to Kamloops and
the well‐developed mining supply and service sector, it is expected that a large proportion of Project
employment needs will be addressed within the LSA and RSA.”
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There is no explicit recognition that most persons, certainly skilled trades and managerial positions, will be
employed in the absences of the project. The analysis only goes so far as quantifying the possible range of local
hires ( Table 7.2‐6 and 7.2‐8) without justification, and not estimating the portion of hires being individuals that
might otherwise be unemployed. Clearly, it is incorrect to attribute any incremental induced economic impacts
to hiring of local residents (who are making purchases in the local economy in any case).
7) The proponent needs to complete a robust assessment of labour force impacts utilizing current
methodology and practices to properly reflect the impacts on local labour markets.

7.2.5 Potential Adverse Effects of the Project and Proposed Mitigation for Labour
Force, Employment and Training
On page 7.2‐27 the consultant states:
“A potential adverse interaction is identified for the Decommissioning and Closure Phase, as there
will be a reduction in Project‐related employment following the end of operations. This moderate
interaction is carried forward for further assessment”

The methodology as applied is not correct. A return to baseline conditions with decommissioning is not an
adverse effect (rather, it is no effect). On the other hand, the potential adverse effects during construction and
operations (e.g. local labour shortages, wage inflation, reduction in services) from hiring locally are not
investigated at all.
The residual effects analysis and cumulative effects assessment do not address the project important effects on
Labour Force, Employment and Training.
Measures to Enhance Project Benefits (page 7.2‐32) introduces a number of the initiatives that we agree could
be effective for improving the employment prospects of those local persons that are under or unemployed.
Further details of these broad programs are required.
8) The consultants need to redo their determination of effects section apply the appropriate
methodological focusing on the incremental impacts of increased labour force demand on the LSA and
RSA as it changes from baseline.
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7.4 BUSINESS
7.4.5.1 Effects on Land‐Based Businesses
This section identifies that there are “concerns regarding businesses associated with the tourism sector (e.g.,
tour operators, recreational/adventure business operators)… which could be affected by aesthetic,
environmental, and access changes associated with the Project.”
The section then goes on to conclude that:
“Significant effects on outdoor recreation are not anticipated. Concerns raised by owners of outdoor
recreation/adventure tourism businesses focused on potential effects related to the overall recreation
or adventure experience and not on the economic viability of their respective businesses.”

From a tourism destination development perspective, this is a highly limited understanding about the potential
impacts of industrial activity on destination attractiveness and competitiveness. Literally dozens of research
reports have been written on the importance of destination image and brand attributes as determinants of
destination competitiveness.
For visitors to Super Natural British Columbia, our brand pillars and attributes that resonate with our main
international and domestic markets are clean air and water, bountiful recreational opportunities, and
environmental sustainability. These attributes are in increasingly short supply in the global tourism industry,
and are key determinants of destination success.
This section also acknowledges that an open pit mine would have potential effects on outdoor recreation and
defers that discussion to Section 8.6. However, there is no discussion of direct linkages to tourism and outdoor
recreational activity within Section 8.6. Although the city hosts over 100 tournaments annually (Tourism
Kamloops, 2012), recreational and sport tourism are not discussed as key components or drivers of tourism
business within Kamloops and the economic importance of the Tournament Capital Brand is not fully explored
or evaluated.
9) This section needs to evaluate the potential impacts on the destination image and brand attributes that
a large, open‐pit mine would have on the Kamloops destination “brand”.
In light of the existing issues with poor air quality from the Domtar pulp mill and sewage treatment plant, in
addition to mounting issues with air quality from forest fires, the cumulative impact of yet another large‐scale
industrial development could pose irreversible damage on the destination’s brand.
Surveys of visitors from various markets assessing their perspectives in this area could further establish
whether a large‐scale open pit mine at the periphery of the city would be a determinant in traveller decisions.
Anecdotally, when one evaluates clusters of communities in B.C. , there is a well‐known correlation between
industrial development and suppression of tourism demand. For example, visitor volumes for regions such as
the Kootenays clearly display a tendency toward visitor aversion for communities with heavy industrial
development, such as Trail and Castlegar. In comparison, nearby communities such as Rossland, Nelson, and
Revelstoke are major tourism destinations with strong service‐based economies, high levels of amenity
migration, and relatively higher property values.
9

7.6

ECONOMIC DIVERSIFICATION

7.6.1 Rationale
In the rationale InterGroup Consulting states:
“In order to be identified as VCs for the application there must be a perceived likelihood that
the VC will be affected by the Project. Scoping of economic VCs took into account issues
and concerns raised during Project consultation with the public and stakeholders (see
Sections 4.6 and 4.7)”
However, in Table 7.6-1 the rationale for inclusion is described as:

“Concerns have been raised that the economy of the RSA could become too dependent on the
mining industry and therefore potentially vulnerable to a downturn in the mining sector” (page
7.6‐1)
This is a misrepresentation of the actual concern expressed in the community centred on how the proposed
project will adversely interact with other economic sectors. The consultant makes it sound like the community
was concerned about the mining sector growing too large and has therefore completely ignored the concern of
impacts on other economic sectors.
What the community is really concerned with is that economic activities like education (i.e., TRU), tourism,
health care, and amenity migration will become less desirable and will actually become less competitive in their
market niches with the image of the mine in the community. In addition, there are concerns on the impact of
other resource sectors such as forestry, manufacturing, agriculture, and even mining that they will face an
increase in competition for scarce labour resources that could affect labour prices and drive up overall
operating costs.
Instead of addressing the issues expressed during the AIR, the consultants chose to focus their assessment on
the mining sector instead of the interaction with the other economic sectors that may be adversely impacted.
Using the following statement to rationalize their approach:
“City of Kamloops officials have acknowledged the importance of the mining sector, noting that
it contributes to the diversity of the economy (Ajax KPI Program 2011‐2012). The interest in
assessing potential effects related to economic diversification (or lack thereof) relates primarily
to concerns about the region becoming increasingly dependent on the mining sector and
becoming vulnerable to potential effects of a sudden downturn.” (page 7.6‐1)

To support this statement the consultants point to their consultation process. However, there is complete lack
of disclosure of with whom and how they are conducting their interview program. The reference to the Ajax
KPI Program (2011‐2012) is referenced as their entire key informant program conducted in Kamloops, BC and
via phone from Winnipeg, MB (page 7.8‐11). Their key informant interviews are not identified at all.
In other environmental assessments all personal communications are clearly referenced and compiled at the
end of the chapter. In addition, the correct referencing typically includes when people were contacted, who
they represented and how they were contacted (For example, see BC Hydro’s Site C application). Specific facts
attributed to these individuals are clearly documented within these reports as this is standard scientific
10

practice when introducing facts to an assessment study. The consultant really needs to show their work
throughout this assessment to demonstrate that this is more than just the consultant’s personal interpretation.
In reviewing the submissions that were originally submitted to inform the AIR development there are over 25
submissions highlighting the concerns of adverse effects on other sectors of the economy because of the
project.

7.6.2.1 Regional Overview
In this section, the previously‐mentioned and highly erroneous statement is repeated to frame the discussion
(page 7.6.2):
“Tourism has become an increasingly important aspect of the regional economy, but is still a relatively
small contributor to the overall economy (Horne 2009). Mining has historically been an important sector
within the RSA and continues to be so.”

In addition, the consultant references Horne 2009 as the source of this comment, this is a complete fabrication
as Horne’s document is a statistical compilation of local area dependencies. Furthermore, a review of Table 2.1
in Horne’s report which looks at percentage income dependencies (after‐tax incomes in 2006), reveals that in
the Kamloops local area, mining and mine processing made up 6% share of after‐tax income while tourism had
a similar 6% share (BC Stats. 2009).
10) It is important that the biased language that misrepresents the tourism sector be removed from the
report and set in the context of real “on‐the‐ground situation” as it exists in 2016. Current data is
available and needs to be included in the proponent’s application.

7.6.2.3 Baseline Studies
In this section further misleading information is provided regarding the tourism sector in Kamloops.
The following is stated in this section:
“Tourist traffic in Kamloops amounts to approximately 90,000 to 95,000 people per year occupying hotel
rooms in the city. Tourism accounts for an estimated $55 million in revenue through accommodations
(Ajax KPI Program 2011‐2012). There are about 3,000 hotel and motel rooms in Kamloops (City of
Kamloops 2015)”

These figures significantly distort and diminish the overall size and composition of the tourism sector in
Kamloops.
First, the report is correct that there are approximately 3,000 hotel and motel rooms in the city, and that
accommodation revenues are approximately $55 million.
However, the visitor count of 90,000 to 95,000 people per year is fantastically under‐stated. With 3,000 hotel
and motel rooms, averaging 54% occupancy throughout the year (Destination BC, “Tourism Indicators 2015”),
and 365 days of operation per year, this means that there were approximately 591,000 room nights sold in
Kamloops in 2015. According to Destination BC the average travel party size for the Thompson Okanagan
region was 2.0 people (Destination BC, “Thompson Okanagan Regional Profile, January 2015), which means
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that there were 1.18 million person‐room‐nights in Kamloops for 2015. The Thompson‐Okanagan regional
profile shows that the average travel party spent 3.3 nights in the entire region. This means that each individual
stopover, such as overnights in Kamloops, would be a fraction of 3.3 nights. For the sake of simplicity, if we
assume conservatively that the average person spends half of their trip in the Thompson Okanagan region
within Kamloops, or 1.7 days, then we can roughly estimate that Kamloops received approximately 700,000
overnight visitors in 2015.
This is approximately seven‐to‐eight‐times, or 750% higher than the visitor volumes stated in this section.
Furthermore, a minority of visitors to any destination stay in hotels and motels. Nearly as many stay with
friends and family, in designated campgrounds, camp in wilderness locations. An increasing proportion are also
staying in informal lodging such as rooms in houses listed on popular “sharing economy” sites such as Air BnB.
Finally, Destination BC estimates that of the 8.1 million total visitors to the Thompson Okanagan region in the
most recent year for which data are available (2012), only about half (54%) were overnight visitors, and just
under half (46%) were same‐day travellers from within the region or from adjacent regions.
When combined, it is likely that Kamloops witnessed well over one million visitors in 2015, which is more than
ten‐times that reported in this section.
Section 7.6.2.3 also indicates that accommodation revenues are approximately $55 million at present.
However, accommodations accounted for approximately $2.0 billion in revenues in B.C. in 2015, out of
approximately $15 billion in total visitor spending in 2015, or 13% of visitor revenues. Applying the same ratio
to Kamloops, we can roughly estimate that the $51 million in accommodation revenues would equate to a total
of $382 million in total direct visitor spending in Kamloops. (This does not include so‐called multiplier impacts
in other industries (e.g., construction industry income related to building / renovating tourism facilities) nor
multiplier effects of tourism sector employee incomes re‐circulated in the economy (induced impacts).
Measuring Economic Diversification
This section discusses the geography they used for the Horne study (BC Stats. 2009). The consultants describe
the limitations of the study areas. This highlights the bias that can be built in to an assessment without taking
into account the importance of the actual RSA and LSA boundaries. The consultants mistakenly assume that
the data can only be obtained by the local areas described within the Horne report, allowing this distortion to
be presented in the report.
For example, based on special‐data runs of the local area dependencies on 1996 data, it is revealed that within
the Kamloops local area dependency, excluding the City of Kamloops and the District of Logan Lake the mining
dependency is 3% (after‐tax income dependency), meanwhile Logan Lake alone had a dependency on mining of
54% (BC Stats. 2000a and 2000b). Clearly, with the Kamloops Local Area having an overall mining dependency
of 7% in 1996, there is a strong influence on the mining numbers from Logan Lake within the Kamloops local
area.
At a minimum the consultant could have worked with BC Stats to develop dependency that was reflective of
the LSA and RSA, this could have been done by simply contacting BC Stats (Hallian. 2016. pers. comm.).
However, more importantly there are more up‐to‐date methodologies that could have been used that would
have reflected the existing economic dependency in the LSA and RSA and the consultant could have utilized
data that represented the situation as it stands now rather than the dependency as it stood a decade ago.
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11) The economic dependencies need to be redone with an accurate and current perspective of tourism
and other industries in the LSA and RSA.

7.6.4 Project Benefits to Economic Diversification
After introducing the mining, forestry, agriculture, tourism sector, Thompson Rivers University, and measuring
economic diversification in the baseline, the consultants then focus on total local hires during the three year
construction period.
This completely ignores the issues raised during the development of the AIR by those who took the time to
make submissions. That is determining and assessing the potential adverse effect that could accrue to other
sections of the economy as a result of the project. As mentioned earlier, over 25 submissions highlighted the
issues of adverse effects on other sectors of the economy resulting from the project. This section should have
discussed issues around competition for labour, potential degradation of the tourism sector, impacts on TRU
through reduction of accommodation and many more potential stressors on the local economy.
It is also perplexing why only the three years of construction are included in the Project, why was operation,
and decommission and post closure excluded? It is included in Table 7.6‐6 with no linkage as to how the
determination of “potential adverse effect on economic diversification” was achieved.
12) The economic diversification value account is about assessing the potential interactions and adverse
effects on other economic sectors in the local economy. The consultant needs to redo this section with
focus on preparing a representative and transparent assessment of how the proponent’s project will
interact with the economic sectors identified in the baseline section (mining, forestry, agriculture,
tourism, Thompson Rivers University)

7.6.5.1 Identifying Potential Effects on Economic Diversification
The consultants state (page 7.6‐20) that:

However, by this stage of the assessment there has been no effort to consider the potential Project effects on
economic diversification. There has simply been a random and confused discussion of baseline data and project
construction data.
Further, the consultants state (as seen above) that “effects on economic diversification do not typically result
from single Project component or activity, but rather an aggregate of multiple components and activities.”
However, this section offers a systematic assessment of the effects by project component/physical activities.
This approach suggests that the proponent is purposefully avoiding the assessment of potential effects on
economic diversification by total activity and ignoring consideration of impacts on economic diversification.
Social‐economic assessments typically approach the assessment of potential project interactions using a
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framework that is more specifically suited to the economic variables being assessed. It is suggested that other
BCEAO assessments like Site C be reviewed for appropriate presentations on economic interactions and effects
approach.
Further to complete this section the consultants state (page 7.6‐21):

There has been no effort to describe how they are ranking the Project components. What does “M” moderate,
or “H” mean in the context of economic diversification? Without a proper scoping of this VC and developed
appropriate baseline and assessment it is impossible to understand how the ranking is being conducted. There
is certainly no explanation of their determinations.
10)

There needs to be an explanation of the determinants used when ranking potential adverse
interactions.

7.6.7 Cumulative Effects Assessment
While the proponent’s consultants state repeatedly the size of their workforce and benefits to the economy,
there should have been a clear list of projects that would have been seen as contributing to cumulative effects
and how the timing of these projects could have impacted economic diversification. This does not reflect a
“cautionary principal” that the proponent advocated, but more of risk transfer to other sectors of the
economy.

Conclusion
The conclusion highlights how the proponent has misinterpreted the economic diversification VC when they
state (page 7.6‐24):
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While the proponent has refused to discuss the adverse impacts on other local sectors with the Project’s labour
competition, they are quick to point out that ”skills and capabilities gained through involvement with the
Project are those that are widely applicable and in high demand.”
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8 ASSESMENT OF POTENTIAL SOCIAL EFFECTS
8.1 Infrastructure, Public Facilities, and Services
8.1.1 Rationale
On page 8.1‐1 the consultant states:

From this description the consultants then go from their rationale statement to their baseline where they
include:









Population;
Housing;
Water, sewer, landfill;
Emergency services;
Health and social services;
Recreation services;
Education; and,
Transportation infrastructure.

Then in 8.1.4.1 (Identifying Potential Effects on Infrastructure, Public Facilities, and Services) they discuss:









Increased demand for housing and accommodations;
Increased stress on community infrastructure and services due to Project workforce;
Increased stress on community infrastructure and services due to Project activities;
Increased traffic volumes and effects on public road infrastructure;
Competition for labour may reduce availability of skilled workers and affect municipal workers;
Project‐related population projections;
Attracting tournaments; and,
Local tourism.

With the baseline and scoping of the effects not concisely connected this section becomes very challenging to
review and extremely disjointed. Specific concerns include:
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The mixing of the analysis of population into the infrastructure, public facilities, and services.
Population is a key element in undertaking economic VCs. However, in this assessment it is buried in
the middle of section 8.1, well after it should have been introduced in section 7 (Assessment of
Economic Effects). Given the importance of the population analysis to inform the economic
assessment, it has become standard practice to inform the economic assessment with the population
analysis at the beginning of the socio‐economic assessment; often as its own VC. A reader should have
been able to go to the table of contents to quickly find the population analysis; unfortunately, in this
assessment that is not the case. Burying the population analysis in the middle of the section suggests
the consultants may have not recognized the various interactions population has on a host of economic
VCs (See more on population analysis in 8.1.4.2 comments).
In the education baseline they briefly touch on elementary and secondary schools in School District 73
with no effort to quantify what the enrolment is or facilities are. They also completely ignore the post‐
secondary institutions. If this is the section to discuss education why isn’t post‐secondary education
included? Why wasn’t it scoped further? There is only one statement on School District no 73 not
operating at full capacity. A properly scoped education section would have outlined were new
students would have likely located and when. Pressure on specific grades in specific neighbourhoods
exists in Kamloops and should have been assessed.
Daycare has been completely ignored in the assessment and typically one of the key stressors with an
influence of new working age families.
In a properly scoped assessment, housing typically is introduced as its own VC. Housing has numerous
elements to it that need careful consideration and investigation and connection to very specific
mitigation measures. While the consultant states their rationale is: “Project Infrastructure, Public
Facilities and Services” they repeatedly try to blend in private sector infrastructure that have strong
linkages to the overall community and economy and that need a very specific approach to demand and
supply assessment. This is very different than is seen for public infrastructure, facilitates and services
which are characterized through more centralized supply management typically by the local and
provincial government. By not recognizing this and incorporating this section as a “catch all” section
the consultant really impairs the assessment of housing.
Transportation is in an important component of the assessment and has its own chapter in 3.16.
Given the importance, the socio‐economic assessment of transportation would have benefit from a
being its on VC so that the topic could have been clearly and concisely community. Unfortunately,
adding it into the range all other topics in section 8.1 leads to a poorly defined baseline that does not
quantify or even profile the entire transportation sector in the LSA. This results in numerous omissions
from the baseline on transportation. Why has air travel not been included in the baseline, there is a
discussion of the railways? Why no effort to quantify any of the transportation activity, no highway
counts, rail traffic numbers, no air movements. How do know non‐resident workers will not stress air
service? The project will likely have impacts on passenger volumes at the Kamloops airport. Why has
the Knutsford airport not been included in the assessment? Issues of dust and fog should have been
considered because of the increased impact to air travel safety. These points have all been lost when
the transportation assessment is piled into the infrastructure, public facilities, and services.
The baseline mentions recreation services and focuses on a brief discussion of outdoor recreation, but
provides no mention of attracting tournaments or local tourism. In the key effects section (8.1.4.2)
there is discussion of local tourism and attracting tournaments and no discussion of outdoor
recreation. There needs to be continuity through the baseline to the effects assessment to the
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mitigation discussion. This does not happen when the baseline is not connected to the effects
assessment.
Overall, this is section is very poorly written and has not been conducted in an organized or coherent manner.
This communication is particularly critical when investigating the interactions of a mine in an urban setting.
The proponent needs to revisit the topics addressed in the infrastructure, public facilities and services VC. Then
for those topics specifically scope them to include an appropriate baseline followed by a clear pathway on how
they are addressing effects, making significance determinations and applying mitigation. For other topics it
would be best served if new VCs were developed. It would be suggested that housing, transportation, and
tourism be developed into their own VC so that the consultant could clearly and concisely link the development
of the baseline to the effects assessment. It is also suggested that population be developed as its own section
so that it can be used to support the key topic activities in Section 7.
11)

Typically the infrastructure, public facilities and services sector focuses on topics that include,
emergency services (including policing, justice, fire protection, ambulance services), health and social
services (capacity and demand), education, local government infrastructure (sewer, water, landfill,
recreational and leisure facilities (capacity and demand). Many of these topics have been omitted
and those that have been discussed are not adequately scoped and addressed.

12)

The proponent needs to reorganize this section. Confirming what VCs are actually to be covered by
infrastructure, public facilities and services. Then review what additional VCs would be best
addressed in a stand‐alone fashion and where they should fall in the overall socio‐economic
assessment so that they provide a concise and clear understanding of each key socio‐component.

8.1.2.3 Baseline Studies
On page 8.1‐7 the consultant highlights:

Baseline should have also included an overview of where the demand for rental accommodation was coming
from. Specifically, students at TRU are an important part of the local rental market. Students are typically on
fixed budgets and very sensitive to price changes in accommodation. They also place considerable demand in
specific areas. The consultants ignored this issue and have not conducted any analysis on this component of
the rental market under the section they are calling rental accommodation.
On page 8.1.9 the consultant states:
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What is missing from this discussion is the visitors that may be attending in association with the sporting
events. Much of this visitation is arranged shortly before the event and generates much of the economic
benefits that are associated with the Tournament Capital activities.
Under Emergency services in 8.1.2.3 Baseline studies the consultants state (page 8.1‐12):

This is an effects statement (there are others like it in the baseline). Typically, the baseline is used to introduce
baseline data and establish a picture of the size and direction of the sector or activity. Instead the consultants
choose to mix some baseline data with effects assessment statements. This leads to the consultant apparently
eliminating topics like fire protection without even carrying them forward to the key effects assessment
(Section 8.1.4.2). In addition, emergency services in BC assessments include ambulance services and given the
size of the shadow population associated with this project during construction it would have been appropriate
to conduct an assessment of the capacity of the justice and court services
13)

The consultant needs to redo the baseline, clearly quantifying and document each topic they intend
to cover in Section 8.1. The reader should then readily be able to follow from the baseline through
to their assessment. In addition, the consultants need to include components that have been
completed ignored in the baseline including: secondary education, student accommodation, event
tourism, ambulance service, recreation and leisure facilities, among others.

8.1.3 Assessment Boundaries
Setting the assessment boundaries before undertaking the baseline is a best practice in completing socio‐
economic work for environmental assessments. While the LSA and RSA are mentioned at the beginning of the
baseline section, it is not until 8.1.3 that they are formally introduced. This leads to duplication and confusion
as to why we are talking about this here. The topics of the spatial boundaries, temporal boundaries, and
administrative boundaries are supposed to inform the reader why information was selected for the baseline.
Here it is done after the fact and creates an awkward break in the assessment.
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8.1.4.1 Identifying Potential Effects on Infrastructure, Public Facilities, and Services
In addressing “Increased Stress on Community Infrastructure and Services due to Project Workforce”, the
proponent acknowledges that emergency and healthcare services in particular are already experiencing stress
related to capacity and this will only get worse as the population increases.
14)

Missing in the proponent’s analysis is any baseline data regarding increased demand due to Project
activities. There is neither a quantitative analysis nor any examination of financial costs on any of
the community services. This would include increased service requirements for policing, fire and
EMS, and healthcare including physicians, nurses and allied health services. In addition, the Project
will only exacerbate recruitment challenges in the healthcare sector, there is nothing in the report
addressing this critical issue and certainly no mitigation measures outlined.

8.1.4.2 Key Effects on Infrastructure, Public Facilities, and Services
It is not until this section that the consultants decided to introduce the population estimates related to the
project. Population impacts are a key driver on all services mentioned previously. A properly prepared
assessment would have set the population analysis against the change in anticipated growth to help assess the
change against what is anticipated (i.e., Base Case no change vs Project (incremental)).
This is a key determining factor in assessing when new infrastructure and staffing would be required. If this
population analysis had been done properly and introduced earlier in the document the discussion at the
effects determination stage would have focused on how population change would move forward demand for
infrastructure and services and the associated costs to government and service providers. For example, it is
mentioned that policing facilities are at capacity. The potential increase of 1,100 new residents would bring
forward the need to build a new police station. Whatever this time period is would be factored into the
mitigation plan and help link other elements like benefit agreement arrangements that target local hiring.
However, based on how the population analysis is described and presented this is not possible and is done
after the actual discussion of the infrastructure and services – this is unusual and clearly not a useful approach.
This deprives the entire socio‐economic assessment of a robust quantitative analysis.
For illustrative proposes see the population analysis associated with the BC Hydro’s Site C project below:
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This provides the community with both a quantitative and temporal how and when population would change.
Further, it is typical to provide insight into the age distribution to help the local governments with planning
services. For example, if the mine workers are predominately young families it may create increased demand
on elementary education or daycare services (another element not identified in this assessment) but is typically
challenged with increased in a mine workforce. Furthermore a properly presented population analysis can be
used to derive quantitative information on housing demand.
15)

The population analysis needs to be incorporated in the LSA baseline and the projected population
growth assessment to clearly and concisely demonstrate how the Project will impact current and
future population growth locally. In addition, it is a best practices to include age categories of the
new population analysis to help forecasting on service demand (i.e., school age children drive
demand in the k‐12 school system, daycare, and create specific demand for specific recreational and
leisure facilities).

In addition, while the methodology is not clearly demonstrated it appears that the consultants have not made
the appropriate adjustments to local employment that will be filled by workers that are already employed. The
effect of this is that those companies losing employees will often be required to recruit from outside the
community resulting than a higher impact on population and corresponding infrastructure and service impacts.
16)

The population assessment needs to be redone to ensure that they have incorporated the
population impacts that would take place with in‐migration of workers to fill indirect and induced
position vacated by locals taking jobs at the proposed mine.

Also missing in the KGHM application, is consideration of amenity migration “the movement of people based
on the draw of natural and/or cultural amenities” (Gosnell and Abrams, 2011 :305). A number of studies
primarily in the UK and United States illustrate the importance of natural amenities in shaping the distribution
of social and economic activity. Of particular note is the documentation of scenic landscapes and recreational
amenities being valued over traditional extractive industries such as mining and forestry in the American West.
Scenic landscapes, favourable weather conditions amenities and recreational opportunities, also contribute to
service sector and high tech industries relocating in Kamloops. Significant consideration should be given to the
negative impacts KGHM mining activities will have on the natural and recreational amenities and sustainable
economic activities they spawn in the LSA and RSA.
Under Increased stress on Community Infrastructure and Services due to Project Workforce (page 8.1‐41) the
consultants state:
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This is a good example of how the proponent has failed to link together their baseline, scoping and effects
assessment discussion. This paragraph attempts to discuss three very separate topics including: police services,
housing, and recreational services. It is best practice to clearly communicate who you are addressing within
each specific topic instead of randomly lumping them together.
In addition, if the population analysis had been properly introduced the consultant and reader would have
been focused on how the change in demand impacts these services and infrastructure. Just because the City is
not remote or dependent on resource extraction is not a pathway to dismiss costs to the community in
meeting new demands. Demand is generated by incremental population increase and this comes with
incremental costs to the City.
As socio‐economic practitioners knows, residential property taxes do not cover the costs of the services that
must be delivered to residents (i.e., each new resident creates more than their share in new demand on
services). It is only the addition of all property classes that create the balanced revenue picture in a
municipality. By saying that because the community is not rural is misleading and hides the financial reality
that a local government faces with additional population in the community without associated industrial tax
base.
Furthermore, the discussion of the construction workforce in this manner further hides the fact that the
construction workforce on mining projects are fairly specialized and will create a shadow population in the
community that will use infrastructure and services but will not contribute to local taxes.
17)

This assessments needs to carefully quantify the incremental demand each service that new
residents associated with the proposed project will create.

Attracting Tournaments and Local Tourism
This is the first time these topics are introduced in the assessment and as mentioned earlier there is no
baseline to support this discussion. How much demand, how much supply? What does this sector look like?

8.1.4.3 Mitigation Measures for Infrastructure, Public Facilities, and Services
The Construction Phase of the proposed Project could result in an influx of temporary workers. There is the
potential that this could overlap with the proposed TransMountain Pipeline Expansion project as well, further
exacerbating what is already an acute shortage of affordable rental accommodations in the City of Kamloops.
The proponent has chosen to downplay this lack of short‐term housing by using misleading vacancy numbers,
specifically those taken in April 2015 when units at TRU were vacant due to the end of the spring semester.
There is a high probability that the influx of workers will result in the displacement of vulnerable households
(including TRU students), in addition to an increase in rental prices. The proposed mitigation measures by KAM
are sorely lacking and do little to address potential housing concerns.
18)

Without an actual increase in the supply of housing units, a rise in price will be unavoidable. While
“dialogue” and “communication” are valuable tools in addressing the shortfall in rental
accommodations, KAM must acknowledge the need for an increased supply of housing during this
phase and define a clear strategy to achieve this prior to the start of construction.

The Construction Phase of the proposed Project will lead to increased traffic in certain areas of the City of
Kamloops. The proponent has indicated it will encourage workers to carpool and/or bus to the site.
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19)

User agreements to utilize existing parking facilities (i.e. Aberdeen Mall, North Hills Mall), may prove
the best strategy for the proponent when implementing carpooling or bussing initiatives. Finding
acceptable locations for ‘park and ride’ facilities may prove difficult; the onus will be on the
proponent to locate and have areas approved where these can occur with minimal impacts to
surrounding land users and businesses. As with the location of the Project itself, park and ride sites
may prove undesirable to adjacent land users and businesses due to increased traffic, noise, lighting,
and other undesirable effects. The proponent must be proactive in clearly identifying potential
locations prior to the start of construction and provide adequate time for affected locals to voice
their concerns.

While discussing mitigation of stress on community infrastructure and services due to Project workforce (See
page 8.1‐49) the consultant states:

There are several issues in this section including:




The consultant should be reminded that robust mitigation should be in place before construction
begins. Forming an advisory committee still allows impacts to occur without a mitigation plan being in
place and it can often take considerable time to organize mitigation approach. This could effectively
allow a significant portion of the three year construction period to pass before there can be resolution.
Engaging in dialogue is not mitigation – it is what the proponent is required to do during the
application stage to determine the adequate process going forward. In the text the consultants use the
RCMP as an example, given that the City of Kamloops pays for RCMP services for much of the LSA
population, it would be assumed at this stage the City and the proponent would have clearly mapped
out the mitigation that is going to be in place. The consultants have clearly identified the stressors and
there has been ample time to come to the appropriate conclusions.
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Code of Conduct – this is mentioned for on‐site activities. The discussion here is on community
infrastructure and services. The consultant and proponent need to communicate how this even relates
to the topic of community infrastructure and services. How will this be enforced off the worksite, etc.?
Recreational activities including utilization of recreational sports leagues. This again highlights the
consultant’s lack of attention to the infrastructure and service VC. There is already a shortage of
specific recreation facilities in the City be it public pool space, or arena ice time. The City is currently
trying to address how they make up for lost ice surface to accommodate existing users. The consultants
did not do a recreation and leisure assessment for the LSA and therefore are proposing mitigation that
will actually further impair access issues.
Finally, the proponent has recently stated that: “due to {City} council’s stance on the proposed open‐
pit mine and “integrity” concerns that they are “unilaterally terminating negotiations with the City on a
benefits agreement… and instead establish a community advisory panel.” (Kamloops This Week. 2016).
How will this change the proponent’s documented mitigation approach?

This mitigation plan highlights the weakness with the full mitigation approach, it needs to be clearly stated
throughout and connect to other socio‐economic issues to ensure that the proposed mitigation can
effectively achieve its goals and not inadvertently trigger additional stress on community infrastructure and
services.
20)

The mitigation measures laid out in 8.1.4.3 needs to be redone to properly reflect the issues and
concerns that they are designed to address. Without a clear outline of the infrastructure and services
in the community, the consultants are unable to articulate appropriate and robust mitigation
measures.

Based on the fact that the consultants have incorrectly scoped and developed their assessment of police
services they have come to false conclusions, specifically:





21)

Firstly, it is the change in population that will drive demand for services on police services and not the
workers alone.
Secondly, the consultants have already identified that the policing detachment is at capacity and needs
replacing, there is the potential that this incremental population may trigger expensive new
infrastructure to service the incremental population years ahead of what may be currently planned.
Finally, the consultants missed the fact that the LSA is home to three policing jurisdictions including: 1)
City of Kamloops urban detachment, Kamloops rural, and Kamloops Indian Band detachment. A quick
review of the baseline data would have alerted the consultants to this fact.
The consultants need to revisit their impacts statements and set them into the context of what is
actually happening on the ground and demonstrate a clear understanding of the interaction between
the service and the effect.
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8.1.5.3 Characterization of Residual Effects
The proponent indicates that the “Project could contribute to low vacancy levels that could affect the
availability of tourists to find accommodation in the community, and could constrain the ability of the City to
attract tournaments and other events during these months”.
22)

While the proponent acknowledges a “high probability” of the potential for a shortage of tourist
accommodations in the summer months, the magnitude of the effect is considered to be “Low” or
“Minor”. The City is marketed as the “Tournament Capital of Canada”, yet KAM trivializes this
branding and ensures their ‘analysis’ and subsequent low ranking of this effect decries that any real
mitigation is necessary. The proponent must undertake a realistic and defensible analysis of these
residual effects and provide real mitigation options prior to commencement of construction. The
following rationale supports this position.

There is a complex interplay between mining and tourism activities and the consultants need to show a more
rigorous assessment of the impacts of KGHM mining activities on Kamloops as a tourism hub, recreational
center and tournament capital. Fundamental questions need to be asked such as: What are the direct and
perceived effects of mining activities on tourism and recreational opportunities in the Kamloops area? What
are the challenges and how serious are they? A recent study by Dwyer et al (2016) provides some insight into
the impact of the mining boom on Australia’s tourism industry. Findings such as the mining industry competing
with other sectors of the economy for “labor, capital, and goods and services” (Dwyer et al. 2016: 237) and
competition from mining related business travel related to airlines and accommodations are also relevant to
the Kamloops situation.
Rigorous assessment is necessary given the financial and social capital that has gone into building the
Tournament Capital brand and the appreciation for natural and cultural amenities that support tourism
activities and the local lifestyle of Kamloops residents. Downplaying issues of air quality and dust associated
with mining activities and the impact on the tournament branding, tourism revenues and recreational activities
is negligent at best.
On page 8.1.56 the consultant state:
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A much larger portion of the population are students, they too are vulnerable and typically making do on low
incomes and sensitive to changes in the housing market. They have been completely ignored in this analysis.
The market place for foreign and non‐local students at TRU is very competitive and could have direct
implications in attracting students to the Kamloops area for post‐secondary market. In addition, it is common
knowledge that there are a significant number of international high school students collecting room and board
in family homes across the City. A change in accommodation availability could also impact this market which is
key to maintaining capacity in the area’s high schools. Again none of this has been discussed.

8.1.5.4 Significance of Residual Effects
The magnitude of the omission of accommodation for students becomes more obvious when the consultant
comments (page 8.1‐63):

23)

Access to affordable accommodation for both non‐resident university students and international
students attending TRU and in the high school system needs to be assessed in the context of housing
affordability.

Again, there is a complex interplay between mining and tourism activities and the consultants need to show a
rigorous assessment of the impacts of KGHM mining activities on Kamloops as a tourism hub, recreational
center and tournament capital. Fundamental questions such as: What are the direct and perceived effects of
mining activities on tourism and recreational opportunities in the Kamloops area? What are the challenges and
how serious are they?
A recent study by Dwyer et al (2016) provides some insight into the impact of the mining boom on Australia’s
tourism industry. Findings such as the mining industry competing with other sectors of the economy for
“labour, capital, and goods and services” (Dwyer et al. 2016: 237) and competition from mining related
business travel related to airlines and accommodations are also relevant to the Kamloops situation. This
section requires rigorous assessment given the financial and social capital that has gone into building the
tournament capital brand and the appreciation for natural and cultural amenities that support tourism
activities and the local lifestyle of Kamloops residents. How will dust and issues of air quality impact Kamloops
ability to increase tourism revenues, bid for tournaments and host events? What are the implications for Rocky
Mountaineer and their ability to offer a quality tourism product?
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8.1.6 Cumulative Effects Assessment
The mitigation for cumulative effects is largely lacking – while hiring locally is a good approach, it is likely that a
large portion of the workforce will be specialized and from outside the local area. In addition, the population
analysis ignored the impact of local workers taking jobs at the Project and then having their job filled by out of
town workers (increased in migration to fill vacated indirect and induced employment), leading to an
underestimation of the population impacts.
The mitigation approach needs to be robust and comprehensive before construction starts, given that the work
will take place over a three year period. Mitigation activities need to include forming an advisory committee
and establishing an on‐going dialogue with the City and service organizations.
The proponent’s application clearly lacks insight to the importance of having a clear and concise mitigation plan
in place at the beginning of the project. What if other projects go ahead and there is a stress on the
accommodation infrastructure? Would the proponent stop work while it built its own camp facilities to address
this impact or would they simply forge ahead and let the community bear the cost? Based on the current
mitigation it looks like the proponent is unwilling to take responsibility for planning a proper approach letting
the latter accrue.
Additionally, there has been a recent change in mitigation efforts now that the proponent has publicly stated
that: “due to {City} council’s stance on the proposed open‐pit mine and “integrity” concerns that they are
unilaterally terminating negotiations with the City on a benefits agreement.” (Kamloops This Week. 2016).
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8.6 OUTDOOR RECREATION
8.6.1 Rationale
Under rationale the proponent’s consultant’s state (page 8.6‐1):
“Other recreational areas potentially affected by the Project are also considered, including use of
public/municipal parks and private lands.”

However, under Characterization of Outdoor Recreation baseline conditions (page 8.6‐7) the proponent fails to
mention some of the most popular recreational activities within close proximity of the proposed Project.
This includes organized outdoor sporting activities such as soccer, softball and track and field events hosted at
the two local Aberdeen elementary schools and the associated Aberdeen Highlands Park.
In addition, the assessment has ignored residential unorganized recreational activities such as walking, jogging,
outdoor playground activities, and dog walking. The latter is a critical missed assessment as pets such as dogs
are extremely sensitive to noise and vibration that the project will project into the residential areas of the City
of Kamloops.
24)

The outdoor recreational assessment needs to incorporate the urban recreational activities that will
potentially be impacted by the Project.

25)

A special assessment needs to be undertaken to assess the adverse effect on pets, particularly dogs
that will reside within a 5 kilometre radius of the proposed Project.

8.6.3 Assessment Boundaries
Local Study Area
Despite mentioning Air Quality and Noise and Vibration impacts on recreation, the assessment boundaries
then completely skips the Aberdeen area. In reviewing the LSA for Air Quality and Noise and Vibration a large
portion of Aberdeen was included. However, Aberdeen, home to considerable outdoor recreational activity is
excluded in the LSA for outdoor recreation. This looks to have been done deliberately to avoid providing the
appropriate level of review and consideration that is required in considering urban outdoor recreation
activities.
26)

It is important that the proponent properly evaluate the proposed Project effects on urban
recreation.

Air Quality
Given the errors in the way the air quality modelling was conducted and the comments from Interior BC
Environmental Assessment Agency (Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency. 2016), it will be necessary to
redo the outdoor recreational insights and conclusions with the correct perspective of impacts on air quality.
Particularly in consideration of the conclusion (page 8.6‐29):
“Therefore, it is unlikely that changes in air quality attributable to the Project will result in a diminished
outdoor recreational experience.”
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8.6.4.2 Effects on Outdoor Recreation.
As mentioned above, the omission of urban recreational activities in the Aberdeen area grossly understates the
level of recreational use and potential adverse effect on outdoor recreation.
This becomes particularly critical when one reviews table 8.6‐3 and the potential pathways of effects on
outdoor recreation (page 8.6‐28). In this table, the consultants identify diminished outdoor recreation
experiences as a result of air quality, noise and vibration, visual impacts and aesthetic features.
Further the consultants go on to state (page 8.6‐28):
“In addition, to the effects predicted in other sections of the application/EIS the quality of the recreation
experience may also be affected by perceived effects; i.e., if people believe there is an effect on air
quality (for example) they may enjoy recreation in the area less, even if no measureable change in air
quality results. The potential for a diminished outdoor recreation experience (including perceived effects)
is therefore related to potential effects related to dust and air quality, noise and vibration, visual
impacts, dark sky, traffic, and over‐utilization”

If these are the guiding principles that the consultants were using to scope the outdoor recreation it is truly
perplexing and begs the question — why have urban outdoor recreation areas that are in neighbourhoods
close to the project been excluded from the assessment?

8.6.4.3 Mitigation Measures for Outdoor Recreation
There is no consideration of urban outdoor recreation activities in neighbourhoods in close proximity to the
proposed Project.
27)

Full consideration of urban outdoor recreational activities needs to be included in mitigation plans.
This will include elements of how damage to neighbourhood pets will be considered and addressed.
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Appendix B – British Columbia Input‐Output Model
From page 1 of the British Columbia Input‐Output Model:
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Appendix C – User Guide to the Canada Input‐Output Model
From page 3 of the Canada Input‐Output Model it states:
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From page 5 of the Canada Input‐Output Model it states:
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